Travel Info

Most international flights arrive at Sheremetyevo-2 Airport (SVO) (phone: +7-495-232-65-65) and Domodedovo Airport (DME) (phone: +7-495-933-66-66).

More information about Moscow can be found at http://wikitravel.org/en/Moscow

Transfers Between the Airport & Town

Sheremetyevo-2 Airport (SVO) (transportation page)

*Bus*

City transitions are serviced by municipal buses (№851) from Sheremetyevo-2 airport to metro station Rechnoy Vokzal leaving every 15-20 minutes. At the bus you have to buy ticket from the driver (it costs 25 rubles, only rubles are accepted) and stamp it at turnstile. Without traffic jams it takes about 30-40 min to get to metro station.

Or you can use taxi-bus ("marshrutka" in Russian) that can be founded outside airport building. Use number 851 (or 851c) to get from Sheremetyevo-2 to metro Rechnoy Vokzal (it costs about 100 rubles, only rubles are accepted). Without traffic jams it takes about 20-30 min to get to metro station. At the taxi-bus you have to pay to driver.

And pay attention to bus directions: some of them goes to Sheremetyevo-1 (terminal 1).

Then from metro station Rechnoy Vokzal it takes about 30 minutes to get to the center by subway. Metro maps in English and Russian are attached.

*Train*

From the last summer Sheremetyevo-2 airport has train connection (named Aeroexpress) with the Savelovskaya metro station which is essentially the center of the city (it costs 250 rubles). Trains leaves every our (timetable). It takes 30 minutes to get to metro station.

*By Taxi*

The arriving traveler is greeted by a vast crowd of people offering personal services to get one to the city. Unfortunately these taxi drivers are often dangerous and at best are dishonest. It is very wise to steer clear of them. You can easily pre-arrange a legal taxi to meet you at the arrivals and take you to the hotel. Most hotels will provide airport transfers (for a fee) upon request by prior fax (which you should make sure is confirmed).

Here are some taxi services you can use: Moscab, about 1500 rubles/38 EUR, tel. 7-495-981-0881(24 hours). You can find service office in the arriving area of both airports. Gorodskoe Taxi (City taxi), about 1500 rubles/38 EUR, tel. 7-495-500-0-500. Formula Taxi, about 1500 rubles/38 EUR, tel. 7-495-228-31-21, 7-495-777-5-777.
Domodedovo Airport (DME) (transportation page)

Bus

The airport Domodedovo connected with metro station Domodedovskaya by bus service: Express buses (80 rubles) and Shuttles (100 rubles). At the bus you have to buy ticket from the driver.

Then from metro station Domodedovskaya it takes about 30 minutes to get to the center by subway. Metro maps in English and Russian are attached.

Train

Domodedovo has train connection (named Aeroexpress) with metro station Paveletskaya which is essentially the center of the city (it costs 200 rubles). Trains leave every 30 minutes (timetable). It takes 40-50 minutes to get to metro station.

By Taxi

See Sheremetyevo-2 information.

How to reach Space Research Institute (IKI) in Moscow

Space Research Institute (IKI) is located in the south-west region of Moscow. The best way to get to IKI is to take a metro (see guide). One metro trip costs 22 rubles. See attached metro maps or http://engl.mosmetro.ru/.

You should get off at "Kalyzhskaya" metro station using the southern exit. After leaving a station lobby through glass doors you should go straight to the end of the tunnel, then take right and use the stairs to get to the surface. From this point you should follow the arrow on this map.
address: metro Kaluzhskaya
Profsoyuznaya street 84/32
Space Research Institute (IKI)
Metro maps